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Call to Action
The opportunities for visualization to contribute to the use and uptake of AI and Data Science are significant, we believe maintaining
the UK’s international standing in AI and Data Science must include support for visualization research and innovation throughout
the TRL scale. The UK can then apply its strengths in rigorous science, design and engineering in this increasingly important field to
deliver socio-economic value across a range of themes.

Research Landscape
The AI and Data revolution is generating and exploiting data at rates never before seen in history. Artificial Intelligence and Data
Science (AI/DS) provide the technical tools to organise, mine, analyse, categorise, predict and communicate future outcomes using
this data. A critical challenge is providing human insight to the operation of, and explanation of results arising from, these complex
systems. Visualization provides the key link from the digital to the human, delivering both accurate insights to, and timely cognition
of, the meaning of data and outcomes from data-intensive algorithms. Augmentation of human decision-making using data requires
the rich two-way link that visualization provides between machines and people [7], a human plus machine mixed intelligence.

Competitors and the Opportunity Landscape
The USA has historically published farsighted reports [1,8] on the future for visualization and has supported research and innovation
in the field for some time. This has led to both academic advances and to the creation of leading visualization products such as ESRI
ARCGIS, Tableau, QLIC and Microsoft’s PowerBI. Commercial US visualization companies have seen a huge increase in revenue in
the last few years, for example Tableau’s turnover increased more than 30% in the year before they became a billion-dollar
company, subsequently acquired by Salesforce for $15.7 billion. Visualization groups exist in major companies e.g. Uber, Netflix &
Google.
Germany has traditionally invested significantly in visualization research and innovation and has strong research groups within
universities and the Fraunhofer network. Tools such as Cubeware and Knime have benefited from this investment, visual analytics
has had particularly strong support in academia and industry [9].
Many UK organisations have in-house visualization groups, including the BBC and leading newspapers. Key leaders in business
have observed that there is a vital but missing link between data and decision makers [4] that visualization can fill translating the
results from AI and Data Science to achieve real impact:
“..success with AI and analytics requires not just data scientists but entire cross-functional, agile teams that include data engineers,
data architects, data-visualization experts ..”

Who We Are
The Turing special interest group in visualization (#VizTIG) was formed in early 2019 at the Alan Turing Institute and today includes
representatives from many of the UK’s leading visualization research teams from institutions from within and outside the Alan
Turing partner network. The group holds regular monthly meetings and supports events including the highly successful Symposium
on Visualization for AI and Data Science in 2019 & 2020, feedback from which has informed this second landscaping document.

Building capacity in skills and knowledge
Data visualization as a specialism covers a broad range of interdisciplinary skills rooted in the science and engineering of computing
systems, human perception and cognition, and visual design and communication. In the sciences psychology including vision and
visual cognition provide foundational elements, physics and chemistry underpin electronics displays while the mathematical
sciences and statistics support algorithmic development. In the arts, humanities and social sciences critique and critical thinking are
aligned with ideas from science and technology studies, and art history while the practice of art and graphic design links to the
aesthetic design of visualizations and effective visual communications. This leads to the conclusion that the potential range of
options in skills provision for visualization is broad.
There is a significant distinction between researchers and practitioners. Researchers are searching for new theoretical approaches
to visualization, while practitioners are developing visualizations much like software developers develop code. Broadly researchers
aim to discover and validate new principles that impact visualization tools, while practitioners apply these tools to deliver
visualizations for end users. This is reflected in the training differences between PhD educated researchers and Masters level
educated practitioners. Key skill areas that underpin the highly interdisciplinary visualization community include:

Computing

Mathematics and Statistics

Linear algebra and geometry
Algorithms and data structures
Calculus and time series
Software engineering and delivery
Descriptive and inferential statistics
Engineering of data systems
Prediction methods
Machine Learning and AI
Exploratory data analytics
Graphics and interactive systems
Visual analytics skills
Parallel and HPC systems
Mathematical modelling

Science, Engineering, Medicine

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Vision and visual cognition

Aesthetics and Semiotics

Behaviour & decision making

Visual and interaction design & art

Human centered design

Visual narratives & reasoning

Human participant studies

Spatial analysis and geographic data

Displays & Interfaces incl. VR & AR.

Truth, trust and factfulness

Computational science

Legal frameworks and responsibilities

Medical data visualization

Policy research and decision making

Grand Challenges
While much press coverage of AI and Data Science might lead the reader to the conclusion that all human tasks will become fully
automated by computers, it seems much more likely that these new computational methods will most often be used to augment
human comprehension and decision-making abilities. In the domain of mixed intelligence (MI) the connection between the machine
and the human user becomes critical with the visual forming a well characterised, high bandwidth link between the two [5].
Visualization in a whole host of forms has been shown to be effective in a wide range of AI and Data Science contexts. The audiences
for visualizations vary greatly and range from: Data Engineers clarifying and designing data capture and ETL pipelines, Data Scientists
learning about the operation of, and debugging, analytics and machine learning systems, Mathematical Modellers exploring the
complexities of model inputs and outputs to steer models and inform insights Business Analysts seeking technical insights to data
streams, high level Decision Makers taking accurate, timely summaries of complex processes and the Public looking for advice and
insight relevant to everyday life. An explosion of interest in data visualizations has been part of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Recent survey work has identified unmet requirements for visualization systems in AI and Data Science [2,3,6], leading to open
challenges where there is significant scope for new research and innovation. We expand on these to suggest the following Grand
Challenges for visualization research:
1. Examine and prepare data and data collections, e.g. identify missing data, represent data quality.
2. Represent the model training process for comprehension, debugging and verification leading to explainable DS and AI.
3. Compare the quality of resultant models, demonstrate saliency links between outputs and inputs.
4. Explain the choices underpinning, and uncertainty of model outcomes, reduce user misperceptions.
5. Recommendations to leverage new types of display hardware for everyday engagement with data and models.
6. Improved user interaction with data sets, models and model outcomes to support cognition.
7. Scalable visualization methods allowing interrogation at multiple spatial, temporal and security levels.
8. Optimising narrative approaches to presenting data stories for comprehension and decision making.
9. Represent uncertainty visually to communicate data limitations transparently and support decision makers.
10. Rigorous experimental methodologies to show the effects of visualization in controlled and applied settings.
11. Expand the theoretical base for visualization linked to the empirical evidence from experiments.
12. Encourage deep interdisciplinary links across all areas of endeavour underpinning the field including ethics.
Many of these challenges come from the scale and speed of automation and matching that to the bounds of human
comprehension, something that is a constantly moving target.
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